
Rose Card-Faux is a writer, an award-
winning filmmaker, and maker of other
things. She grew up in a house full of
books and with a mind full of stories. As a
child, she often blurred the lines between
stories and reality, weaving tales for her
friends about goblins living under their
houses or butterflies actually being fairies
in disguise. 

She currently lives with her husband and
two adorable children in Las Vegas,
where she still weaves tales full of magic.
In her free time, Rose likes to sew her own
clothes, study languages, play piano, eat
delicious food, and laugh uproariously
with friends.

Zanny’s pretty sure she’s not the kind of
person who saves worlds, but, with so much
at stake, she’s absolutely going to try.
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Cora’s life and business fell apart
after her husband fled the country
with most of her money. Now,
she’s laser-focused on rebuilding
everything from the ground up,
and getting into another
relationship couldn’t be further
from her mind. 

Then Cora runs into Noah, a hard-
to-resist man from her past, and
she has to decide if she can trust
him—and herself—enough to let
someone into her life again.

Zanny has just learned she belongs to a
secret race of humans called Painters, who
can manipulate matter with their minds.
She’s also learned that the future of the
Painters—and maybe the entire world—
depends on her becoming a super-
powered, once-in-a-century hero,
formidable enough to defeat a murderous
cult leader named The Angel.

To say that Cora was down on her luck
would be the understatement of a

lifetime.
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